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Infoblox NetMRI
Value-Added Services
Helping NetMRI Customers Obtain Maximum Value

Are you getting the value you need from Infoblox NetMRI?

Are you getting maximum value from
your investment in Infoblox NetMRI?
Let Empowered Networks help
ensure that you are.

Infoblox NetMRI is the leading automation solution for network change,
configuration, security policy, and compliance management—and the only
solution today that manages both traditional and virtualized VRF
networking for multivendor environments with a single appliance. NetMRI
is a key solution for managing dynamic and complex environments such as
virtualized and cloud networks, and it provides management support for
IPv6 deployments.
Empowered Networks offers Value-Added Services for Infoblox NetMRI,
including:
NetMRI HealthCheck
Empowered delivers a low-cost, high-value inspection of your existing
NetMRI installation. We check the configuration, operation and
maintenance of your appliance and help you understand and resolve:
•
•
•
•

Managed device discovery issues
NetMRI software upgrade path
Polling optimization
Backup and recovery challenges

EmpoweredAdvisor™ for NetMRI
EmpoweredAdvisor™ is an add-on service for existing NetMRI customers
that provides a constantly- updated, curated feed of manufacturer security
bulletin content. Our data feed takes raw data published by the
manufacturer and creates NetMRI rules and policy from them. These
policies are automatically collected from our secure cloud and loaded onto
your NetMRI appliance.

NetMRI Training

About Empowered
Empowered Networks optimizes
core networking, security and
compliance for many of the
world’s largest companies. Our
dedicated team makes
applications, networks and
services more agile, more
visible, and more dependable.
For over 20 years, we’ve been
driving positive business
outcomes that translate directly
to your bottom line.

Empowered is an Infoblox Authorized Training Partner, delivering:
•

Network Automation Basic Configuration (NABC)/ 2 days

•

Network Automation CCS Scripting (NACS)/ 2 days

NetMRI Connectors
Whether you need to connect NetMRI to a service desk platform like
ServiceNow® or BMC Remedy ITSM Suite® or to another automation
platform like Puppet® or RedHat® Ansible™, our team of solution
engineers have the connectors to do the job. We can leverage our
extensive library of existing NetMRI Connectors or develop a bespoke
connector that fits your exact requirements.
User Experience Solutions
Are there other teams in your organization that could benefit from the
data that NetMRI generates, but for compliance or security reasons can’t
have access? Do you want to increase collaboration and visibility over
network change, but don’t have an existing platform to do it in? An
Empowered NetMRI User Experience Solution could be just the thing for
your company. We provide a complete, standalone user experience that
can be completely customized to your teams and your use cases.

